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Abstract

The ability of air traffic controllers to deal with complex situations is a limiting factor in airspace capacity. The underlying airspace structure and other procedural elements are thought to be important factors in reducing a controller’s Cognitive Complexity through the use of structure based abstractions. Because Cognitive Complexity cannot be directly observed it must be investigated indirectly. This paper discusses and presents examples of how directly observable states and controllers subjective responses can be used to indirectly probe and gain insight into how structure based abstractions are used to manage Cognitive Complexity.

Introduction

The Cognitive Complexity of an air traffic situation is an important factor in determining airspace capacity. Cognitive Complexity is generally assumed to correlate with the cognitive difficulty of controlling the air traffic situation under normal and abnormal conditions. The objective of the work discussed in this paper is to understand the factors that influence complexity, particularly those factors which relate to the underlying structural elements in air traffic control.

A better understanding of all of the factors that impact Cognitive Complexity is important for advancing both safety and efficiency in the ATC system. A controller can become overloaded if the Cognitive Complexity of a situation exceeds their capabilities. In current operations, traffic management procedures restrict capacity to prevent such situations from developing.

Because structure can be imposed by external factors, understanding the role of structure can help assess the potential impact of proposed changes to the ATC system such as airspace redesign, modifications of operational procedures or the introduction of new technologies.

Previous metrics of ATC complexity have concentrated on geometrical factors [1] [2] [3] [4]. A deeper understanding of how structure impacts Cognitive Complexity can extend these previous efforts and help provide a more complete understanding of the critical system properties for operational and design applications.

Structure and Cognitive Complexity

In order to understand how structure influences a controllers Cognitive Complexity a simple model is presented to provide a framework linking structure based abstraction with the controllers mental model and the air traffic control task.

Generalized ATC Process Model

Figure 1 presents a simple model which depicts hypothesized relationships between structure, Cognitive Complexity, and the basic tasks of air traffic control. In the model the controller receives surveillance information about the air traffic situation and processes it to produce a set of output commands [5]. The processing of the information is represented in terms of an adapted version of Endsley’s model of Situation Awareness [6].
Key high-level ATC processes of planning, evaluating, and monitoring, identified by Pawlak et al., are included as parts of the decision making process [7]. The planning process produces a distinct cognitive element identified in the model as the controller’s “Current Plan” [5] which is an internal representation of the schedule of events and commands to be implemented as well as the resulting aircraft trajectories that will ensure that the air traffic situation evolves in an efficient and conflict-free manner.

In Figure 1, Cognitive Complexity is associated with the working mental model of the controller. It is hypothesized that the needs of the controller’s current task will determine the working mental used to accomplish that task. The working mental model is an internal representation of the dynamics of the real system and will operate at a level of abstraction appropriate for the task being performed. Cognitive Complexity is an attribute of the controllers working mental model and is related to the scope and details of the factors being
considered as well as any simplifying abstractions employed by the controller.

In Figure 1, structure is presumed to be a basis for complexity reducing abstractions. Structure is composed of elements that shape and influence the evolution of the air traffic situation including physical objects, such as radio beacons (e.g. VORs, NDBs etc…), and non-physical elements such as rules, procedures, and constraints. Structure can also be an internal construct such as techniques or standard procedures used in a given situation. Such internalised structures are difficult to identify and capture but appear to be important mechanisms by which controllers can control and limit the Cognitive Complexity of situations.

**Mental Models**

Mental models have been defined by Rouse and Morris (as cited in [8]) as “mechanisms whereby humans are able to generate descriptions of system purpose and form, explanations of system functioning and observed system states, and predictions of future states.” Mogford has suggested there are two components of a controller’s mental model: 1) a domain model of the airspace, aircraft, and required procedures for that airspace; and 2) a model of the devices used for surveillance and command implementation (i.e. the equipment used to perform the ATC task) [9].

Controllers use mental models as mechanisms to generate information to support their Situation Awareness [9]. A “working” mental model is a task-specific representation of the overall mental model. It is a mechanism used to support decision making processes at a level of abstraction appropriate for the current task.

**Abstractions**

Abstractions are a means of representing the essential characteristics of a mental model in a more cognitively compact form that is manageable within the constraints of human memory and processing limitations. Rasmussen states that the abstraction process is “not merely removal of details of information on physical or material properties. More fundamentally, information is added on higher level principles governing the co-function of the various functions or elements at the lower levels [10].”

Abstractions are powerful because they capture the most important and relevant aspects of a system without including the overhead of less critical details. This is hypothesized to reduce the Cognitive Complexity of performing that task, allowing the controller to attend to other aspects of the system.

**Structure as a Basis for Simplifying Abstractions**

Structure appears to form the basis for abstractions used in the working mental model in many ATC situations [5]. Structural elements can limit the potential future states of an air traffic situation. For example, standard operating procedures define standard ingress and egress points from a sector. The effect of these constraints is to reduce the number of likely aircraft trajectories entering and leaving a sector. Experience of the recurring patterns of behavior created by the presence of the underlying structure allows the creation of abstractions that simplify the level of detail required in the working structure used to generate projections or perform the key ATC tasks. By simplifying the working mental model, those abstractions reduce the Cognitive Complexity of managing the evolution of the air traffic situation.

**Observability of Cognitive Complexity**

In Figure 1, Cognitive Complexity and the concept of complexity reducing abstractions are shown as internal to the controller working mental model. Mogford has previously identified complexity as an internal construct that cannot be directly measured or observed [11]. However, Cognitive Complexity can be investigated indirectly through observations of the controller and the ATC system.
Figure 2. Observability Channels of the ATC system.

Figure 2 shows four observation channels that may be used to investigate the role of structure in reducing Cognitive Complexity. The subjective channel includes controllers’ subjective responses to queries posed through interviews, questionnaires, or other subjective complexity assessment techniques. Such queries report controller’s subjective sense of complexity, or “Perceived Complexity.” However, a controller’s perception can be influenced by many secondary factors which act as noise and can cause a divergence between the
actual Cognitive Complexity and the perceived complexity.

A second observation channel is direct measurement of system states. These states can range from simple measures such as radar data to full aircraft states and trajectories as well as aggregate measures such as the number of aircraft in a sector or more complicated geometric properties.

A third observation channel is the commands and communication activity of the controller. Since this is a direct measurement of the controllers output it can be used to provide insight into the controllers’ internal processes.

Finally, in ATC much of the structure is codified and can be observed through formal documentation, such as Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), regulations, airways and airspace boundaries.

Because Cognitive Complexity is internal to the controller and is not directly measurable it is necessary to create a model which approximates the internal Cognitive Complexity. As shown in Figure 2, the model is a conceptual framework that interprets observables and maps them into an external construct labeled as complexity. Importantly, because no direct measurement of Cognitive Complexity can be made, complexity models can only be validated against other observables or through hypothesis testing.

Complexity models can generate metrics used to predict internal Cognitive Complexity in operational settings or can be used to understand how system changes may impact Cognitive Complexity. An overly simple example of the application of such model is the number of aircraft in a sector, which forms the basis for the Monitor Alert function in the Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS) used to limit system capacity.

**Initial Observations**

Each of the four observable channels in Figure 2 can be used to probe how structure may act to reduce cognitive complexity. The following sections present initial examples of observations from each channel.

**Subjective Responses**

In order to determine the perceived complexity of an ATC situation, subjective responses can be elicited from controllers by a variety of mechanisms such as direct query, interviews, expert elicitation, etc (see [2] [4] [12] [13] [14]). However, as noted above, significant divergence between the perceived and Cognitive Complexity can occur. Therefore, the subjective data should be considered exploratory and should be correlated with objective measures whenever possible.

**Method**

In order to gather observations of controllers’ perception of key Cognitive Complexity factors, a series of site visits to ATC facilities in the United States, Canada and France were conducted. The site visits included both en-route and terminal area control centers. The site visits consisted of focused interviews with current controllers, observations of live operations, as well as discussions with Traffic Management Unit and training personnel.

During the site visits, questions were posed that were designed to elicit a controller’s perceptions regarding the use of structure. For example, controllers were asked to identify key factors which influence complexity. They were also asked to identify specific sectors or situations which they considered “easy” and “hard”.

**Example Results**

Table 1 shows a list of the key factors controllers reported as influencing Cognitive Complexity. No attempt has been made to rank the factors. However, they have been found to fall into three categories: *Airspace Factors*, *Traffic Factors*, and *Operational Constraints*.

*Airspace Factors* are those related to properties of the airspace. Represented are both internal properties, such as the distribution of navigational aids, and external properties, such as sector shape and coordination activities. In general, these factors are quasi-static, characterizing the underlying context within which a traffic load exists.

*Traffic Factors*, are those dependent on the instantaneous distribution of traffic. They represent more dynamic and transient effects than *Airspace Factors*. Most previous efforts focused on measures associated with *Traffic Factors*.  

Finally, Operational Constraints are additional operational requirements that placed restrictions on possible control actions. These factors tend to represent short-term or temporary variations in operational conditions.

During the site visits to Boston Center controllers were asked to identify “easy” and “hard” sectors. The Albany sector was consistently identified as being harder than the Utica sector. Further analysis of the implications of these results is discussed in the following section.

System State Measurements

Direct observation of system states can be used to investigate the role and use of structure. Many of the previously proposed metrics of complexity have been based on such measurements including as the number of aircraft in a sector, the number of aircraft in transition (in altitude, speed, heading etc…), relative distances between aircraft, and sector transit time (see [1] [2] [4] [11]). Often these metrics are calibrated against observations of subjective data.

Observations of system states are appealing as they tend to be non-intrusive and require less data collection effort than subjective observations. However, they can also create a focus on only the geometrical relationships between aircraft which may miss some important structural factors that modify the Cognitive Complexity of a situation.

Method

System states can be determined from radar data and other state histories of aircraft together with logs of status states of other pertinent equipment such as radars, radios, weather etc… System state observations may also include flight plan data to capture presumed aircraft intent. In some cases observations of system states might also include aggregate or computed system properties [1].

To obtain insight into the existence of structure within the current ATC system, observations of traffic patterns have been made using data obtained from the Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS). Guided by findings from the subjective observations, this data was analyzed for evidence of key structural elements that could form the basis for structure based abstractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Key factors reported by controllers as influencing complexity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AIRSPACE FACTORS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Flight Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective “Area of regard”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters of Agreement / Standardized Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number and position of standard ingress / egress points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial distribution of airways / Navigational aids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation relative to sector shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trajectory complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions between flows (crossing points, merges)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination with other controllers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-offs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-outs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRAFFIC FACTORS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector-wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft encounters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative speed between aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of point of closest approach (near airspace boundary, merge points etc…)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty in identifying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity to controller’s actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranges of aircraft performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft types (Boeing 747 vs Cessna 172)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control services required (IFR vs VFR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of aircraft in transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude / Heading / Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector transit time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions on available airspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of convective weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation of special use airspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft in holding patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffering capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise abatement procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic management restrictions (e.g. miles-in-trail requirements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction, strength, changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example Results

Examples of observations using system state analysis of the “easier” (Utica) and “harder” (Albany) sectors as identified by Boston controllers are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The figures show images of aircraft trajectories through the Utica and Albany sectors respectively. Approximately the same number of aircraft passed through each sector during the twenty four hour traffic sample (Utica: 268 aircraft; Albany: 231 aircraft).

Figure 3. Image of 24 hours of traffic through Utica sector (“easier”).

Approximately the same number of aircraft passed through each sector during the twenty four hour traffic sample (Utica: 268 aircraft; Albany: 231 aircraft).

Analysis of the state data showed that there is more crossing traffic and a larger number of aircraft in vertical transition in the “hard” Albany sector than in the “easy” Utica sector (shown in Figure 3) which contained traffic flying predominantly in a uniform westbound direction.

In the subjective data controllers indicated the importance of the standard flows through a sector. The trajectories of aircraft that appeared to be on standard flows were identified and are highlighted by thick lines in Figures 3 and 4. As shown in Figure 4 the “hard” Albany sector has more standard ingress and egress points, more standard flows and a greater amount of interaction between those flows than the Utica sector.

It is interesting to note that a higher fraction of the traffic is on identified standard routes in the “hard” Albany Sector (~ 43%) than in the Utica Sector (~ 20%). It appears that the controllers rely more heavily on the structured routes in the sectors they perceive as “hard” but are willing to allow more flexibility in situations which they consider “easy” This is consistent with subjective observations that the standard route abstraction is useful for reducing Cognitive Complexity. It also points out the fact that the controllers are active participants in managing their own cognitive complexity and will manage the system to maintain a safe buffer between their perceived complexity and their internally defined complexity limits.

System state data can also be used to identify important structural patterns at larger scales. Figure 5 shows an example of aircraft trajectories into Chicago O’Hare airport. The aircraft are clearly consolidated into flows that merge through a branching structure. Similar patterns have been observed at all major U.S. hubs.

Figure 5. Standard Flows of Aircraft destined for O’Hare airport in Chicago.

As noted above controllers often rely on an abstraction based on an aircraft’s membership in a standard flow. This abstraction is a key element in managing high density traffic. By classifying
aircraft as members of a standard flow the aircraft dynamics are evaluated at the trajectory flow level and the stream is managed rather than the individual aircraft, thereby reducing the Cognitive Complexity per aircraft.

In order to generate the high density flows into the key airports it is necessary to merge the traffic into the 3 or 4 major flows which are typical of a hub airport. As can be seen in Figure 5 these mergers take place as defined “critical points” which are typically limited to a single critical point per flow per sector. It is hypothesized that there is a critical point abstraction which allows controllers to focus on critical merging and crossing points within their sector. In the case of a merge point, a critical point abstraction can reduce a multi-dimensional interaction problem to a one dimensional one of “time-of-arrival” at the merge point as the key control parameter.

**Codified Structure**

In ATC much of the structure is formally codified and documented. The explicitly documented structural elements used in conjunction with other channels to identify possible sources of structure based abstractions.

Codified elements of structure are not necessarily static objects reflecting airspace design. They include procedures and dynamic elements such as traffic management restrictions (e.g. Miles-In-Trail).

**Method**

Codified structural elements are identified through system documentation including navigational and airspace charts, standard operating procedures, letters of agreement, the controllers handbook and training material.

**Example Results:**

Figure 6 shows an example of structure in the MACEY TWO Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) for Atlanta Hartfield which delineates a common path and sequence of transitions that structure the flow of aircraft into the North-East corner post into Atlanta. When conjoined with other observation channels, the explicitly codified structure can provide valuable insight into the influence of structure on Cognitive Complexity.

![Figure 6. MACEY TWO Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) (Courtesy [15]).](image)

**Communication Analysis**

An additional source of observational data is the direct outputs from a controller in the form of commands and coordination activities which can be observed through the various forms of ATC communication. Previous investigations of ATC communications have generally focused on the duration of and frequency of verbal communication events [12]. However, additional insight into the controllers processes and the use of structure can be gained by more detailed analysis of the content of the controllers command output.

**Method**

In order to investigate the use of detailed communication analysis to gain insight into controllers decision processes and Cognitive Complexity a sector focused study was conducted of the Logen Sector of the Atlanta ARTCC. Controller-Pilot verbal communications were
recorded [15] and correlated with ETMS data and weather data. Figure 7 depicts an example of the tracks through the sector over a 24 hour period. During this period 61% of all aircraft through the sector were destined for Atlanta-Hartsfield airport.

The detailed analysis consisted of classifying communication events using a software application developed in Microsoft Visual Basic for this purpose which allowed the verbal data to be categorized and classified while the analysts could simultaneously visualize the traffic and weather situation. A screenshot of the communications analysis tool is shown in Figure 8.

Based on a preliminary sample of the audio data, a classification scheme was developed which focused on controller-pilot communications and in particular the controllers commands which are considered the output of the controllers control process. It should be noted that pilot-controller communications were not analyzed. The command classification scheme reflected the commands observed in this sector, but is easily adapted for other sectors or applications.

**Example Results**

In order to illustrate how observations of commands could be used to investigate cognitive processes, a small pilot study was performed using 2.25 hours of audio and flight path data collected on Monday March 11, 2002. Initial analysis of the controller-pilot communication events showed that 47% of the events were commands.

The detailed analysis shown in Figure 9 indicates that three basic command types accounted for 61% of all issued commands over the observed period. When the commands were analyzed in the context of the codified structure of this sector (represented by the MACEY TWO STAR in Figure 6) it was found that a high percentage of the issued commands were consistent with the controllers executing the codified procedure. For example the standard flows through the sector were observed to converge and merge at the LOGEN navigation fix and 89% of the altitude crossing restrictions were issued for LOGEN which is the defined procedure for Atlanta arrivals for eastbound landings which was the condition during the observed period.

![Figure 7. 24 Exposure of traffic flows through the Logen sector (Oct. 18, 2001).](image)

![Figure 8. Screenshot of communications analysis tool (left) and visual display of air traffic situation based on ETMS data (right).](image)

![Figure 9. Relative occurrences of commands.](image)
processes can be gained by investigating what happened when the underlying structural base was not available. In order to investigate this effect of loss of structure, the detailed communication analysis was conducted for periods where convective weather interfered with key portions of the MACEY TWO STAR. During June and July 2002, 1.5 hours of route disruption were observed, analyzed, and compared with 4 hours of observations in clear weather periods. The command analysis are shown in Figure 10 which compare the number of commands per aircraft for conditions of the LOGEN fix being clear and blocked.

When the key LOGEN fix was blocked, the number of crossing restrictions was substantially reduced, suggesting the controllers were no longer using the structure provided by the MACEY TWO STAR. In addition, and perhaps in reflection of the loss of capacity which occurred when the underlying structure was compromised, a strategic response of the system was observed. The traffic rates through the sector were reduced by approximately 1/3 during the disrupted operations compared with the baseline operations. The mix of traffic was also shifted with the air carrier traffic being reduced from 71% in the nominal condition to 34% in the disrupted condition.

Experimental Probes of Structure Based Abstractions

One approach to validate “structure based abstractions” is to subject the abstractions to experimental validation. If a structure based abstraction is hypothesized and the structural basis is manipulated as an independent variable then, according to the model in Figure 2, the subjective data (perceived complexity), objective data (system states and performance) and the command data (ATC commands) should reflect the change in perceived complexity. This approach was tested using the “critical points” abstraction discussed in the section System State measurements. The experiment was conducted in order to evaluate the hypothesis that a single co-located merge point was an effective structural abstraction.

Method

A simplified Air Traffic Control Task was simulated where subjects attempted to merge streams of traffic using only speed commands to achieve a minimum in trail separation upon leaving the sector. An example of the simulation display is shown in Figure 11. The independent variables in the experiment were the number of incoming traffic streams and if the streams merged at a single “co-located” merge point or if each stream merged separately. The test matrix is shown in Table 2.

The dependant variables were the number of separation violations, number and magnitude of command and subjective ratings of the difficulty (using a modified Cooper-Harper rating scale). The incoming traffic streams were constructed of modular segments which were rotated for each test case to provide identical load statistics with an unpredictable pattern to the controller.

Figure 10. Commands per aircraft with the LOGEN fix blocked and clear of convective weather.

Figure 11. Screenshot of ATC simulation environment. Numbers indicate the speed of the aircraft.
Table 2. Merge point arrangements used in experimental study of critical point abstraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Initial Flight Paths</th>
<th>Co-located</th>
<th>Non Co-located</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

In the initial study, 12 university students participated as controllers. Initial results support the hypothesis that a co-located merge point simplifies the merging task. The average number of separation violations is shown in Figure 12. The average number of violations was less than 1 for the co-located merge points and approximately 2.3 for the non-collocated merge points. Due to the relatively small number of violations these results are only significant at the 90% confidence level but are consistent with the underlying hypothesis and the other observational data. It is interesting to note that close to 90% of all separation violations which occurred in the non co-located scenarios involved an aircraft joining the main horizontal flow at the second or third merge point.

Conclusions / Summary

In order to develop an understanding of the impact of structure on the controllers internal Cognitive Complexity, a broad observational and holistic approach has been proposed to overcome the lack of direct observability of controllers internal processes. Based on this approach, some points simplified the controller tasks presumably through a less complex mental model.

The subjective Cooper-Harper ratings of difficulty in controlling the situation were also consistent with the hypothesis. As seen in Figure 14 subjects perceived the co-located scenarios as less difficult than the non co-located scenarios.

A more detailed description of the experiment can be found in [16] and [17] but the results suggest that ‘structure based abstractions” can be successfully probed through indirect experimental techniques.
initial examples of structure-based abstractions (e.g. standard flows and critical points) have been identified and supported by experimental and observational probes. The underlying structural abstractions which have been investigated clearly act to reduce the Cognitive Complexity of the controllers working mental model and allow the capacity of the ATC system to be higher than when the structure based abstractions are not available. The structure may sufficiently reduce controllers cognitive load, to allow more flexibility for aircraft in the system. While the results are preliminary the multi-channel approach appears to be a promising method to investigate the impact of structure on controllers Cognitive Complexity and it’s impact on ATC operations.
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